Key Messages

- This round of bitter cold is not as severe as the last round, but dangerously cold wind chills are expected over much of the area.
- The coldest wind chills are expected tonight into Saturday morning.
- A Wind Chill Warning is in effect from 6PM Tonight thru Noon Saturday in portions of northeast MO and west-central IL.
- Sub-freezing temperatures and developing light rain will likely result (60% chance) in a period of freezing rain Monday.

What Has Changed

- Updated temperature and wind chill graphics
- Ice accumulations added

Next Scheduled Update

- By 5:00 AM Saturday, 1/20
Dangerous cold is expected from late tonight through Saturday night with the coldest wind chill values across parts of northeastern Missouri and west-central Illinois.

The coldest period is expected to be late tonight into Saturday morning, when wind chill values of -10° to -25°F are forecast in most of the forecast area.

This round of bitter cold is not as severe nor long-lasting with temperatures warming enough to end the bitter cold by Sunday afternoon.

Above normal temperatures return next week.
Key Messages

- Sub-freezing temperatures and developing light rain will likely result (60% chance) in a **period of freezing rain Monday**.

- Warming temperatures through the day may limit freezing rain potential during the afternoon and evening, but how much temperatures warm through the day is uncertain.

- Impacts to the Monday morning commute are likely, with impacts lingering later into the day if temperatures are unable to rise above freezing.

- If temperatures remain at or below freezing, ice accumulations could increase above what is shown in the map.